Author Terry Marr’s New Book “Dream-Visions from the Lord: Super-Spiritual Encounters in the Holy Spirit” Is a Scripture-Based Volume Encouraging Closeness with God

Recent release “Dream-Visions from the Lord: Super-Spiritual Encounters in the Holy Spirit” from Page Publishing author Terry Marr is an inspirational work offering guidance for achieving a deeper relationship with God through the Holy Spirit.

MEMPHIS, Tenn. (PRWEB) February 04, 2020 -- Terry Marr, an ordained pastor, bible teacher, playwright, and speaker in Memphis, Tennessee and Batesville, Mississippi, has published her latest book “Dream-Visions from the Lord: Super-Spiritual Encounters in the Holy Spirit”: a slim yet inspiring volume weaving personal anecdotes of her own faith experiences with God’s word as revealed in the Bible.

The author writes, “In your walk with God, you may have experienced a vision or dream designed to instruct or warn you of things to come. The Bible tells us to expect such experiences and to write them down for future reference. As a visionary, I have experienced both with frequency. Recently, I was made privy to what I have come to know as dream visions. These encounters with the Holy Spirit allow us to travel through space, in and out of time as He teaches us who we are in Christ.

During these encounters, we experience the transcendence of Father God. In this state, we discover the hidden mysteries of God’s expectations of us and how Christ must take us through the refiner’s fire to present us as the long-awaited sons all creations longs to behold.

As you read this book, you will understand how many of the things we experience during these times of training are mysteriously locked away in our spirits until the time of unveiling by the Lord. Come with me on this spirit-natural journey known as dream-visions as we experience God in a way we never dreamt possible.”

Published by Page Publishing, Terry Marr’s thought-provoking book is a Christian resource for spiritual contemplation.

Readers who wish to experience this spiritual work can purchase “Dream-Visions from the Lord: Super-Spiritual Encounters in the Holy Spirit” at bookstores everywhere, or online at the Apple iTunes store, Amazon, Google Play, or Barnes and Noble.

For additional information or media inquiries, contact Page Publishing at 866-315-2708.

About Page Publishing:
Page Publishing is a traditional, full-service publishing house that handles all the intricacies involved in publishing its authors’ books, including distribution in the world’s largest retail outlets and royalty generation. Page Publishing knows that authors need to be free to create - not mired in logistics like eBook conversion, establishing wholesale accounts, insurance, shipping, taxes, and so on. Page’s accomplished writers and publishing professionals allow authors to leave behind these complex and time-consuming issues to focus on their passion: writing and creating. Learn more at www.pagepublishing.com.
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